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Synopsis/Abstract

The project ‘Fighting Chagas Disease’ was led by Alina C Soto in July-September 2017. The 
aim was to visit a Guaraní community with high prevalence of Chagas disease and pilot a 
school-based educational programme that could improve knowledge, attitude and practices of 
Chagas disease in that community. The educational programme was realised through artistic 
means: theatre, music, and puppets. Through artistic modes of education, the hypothesis was 
that students would be more engaged and receptive to information about Chagas disease than 
via classroom-based learning. The students put together performances about Chagas disease 
which took place in their own community and in neighbouring communities. The students 
involved in the performances saw a significant increase in their knowledge of Chagas disease, 
and increased local awareness of the disease in their community and in communities nearby. 
This report is intended to communicate the details of this project to the LRMF Trustees, future 
LRMF Award holders, and any persons with interest in this project.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Chagas Disease

Chagas disease is caused by the parasite Trypanosoma cruzi. 
The parasite is transmitted by large insects known as “kissing 
bugs”. They dwell in rural houses made of mud and feed on 
people at night while they sleep. Around 30% of infected 
persons develop chronic heart disease which can lead to death, 
and 10% develop severe gastrointestinal complications. 
Treatment is difficult to afford for rural populations, and 
current available medications are often toxic.

There are an estimated 8 million people infected and 10,000 
annual deaths attributed to Chagas disease.1 Over 25 million 
people are at risk of becoming infected. The Gran Chaco region 
of Bolivia is recognised as having high levels of infection in rural 
areas, home to many indigenous Guaraní people, as well as poor

Figure 1. Triatoma infestans. 
The predominant species of 
kissing bug in the Gran Chaco.

local knowledge and understanding of the disease and insect vector. There is no vaccine for
Chagas disease, so the best method of control is prevention via insecticide spraying; however, 
insecticide spraying campaigns are not effective in the Bolivian Gran Chaco. Other prevention 
methods, such as household cleaning and wall plastering, are not usually practiced in rural 
homes. Therefore, most rural populations live with kissing bugs in their homes throughout 
their lifetime, hopeless to the odds of acquiring this fatal disease.

1.2 Project Origin

In 2o16 I travelled to Bolivia to help develop a classroom-based education programme with 
students at a Guaraní secondary school. The programme was not successful, most likely due 
to the low literacy rates of the students and because their learning methods at school are more 
practical (e.g. gardening and construction). After leaving Bolivia, I learned that a group of the 
same students I worked with used the educational materials I made to produce a play about 
Chagas disease, which they performed at their school. This sparked the idea of using 
performance arts as a means of Chagas disease education.

This project was an incredible opportunity for me to run my own research project. Not only 
did it provide a practical learning experience to gain field research skills, but it will help to 
advance my career in the control of neglected tropical diseases. The Lord Rootes Memorial 
Fund provided the opportunity to bring this idea to life and to test a novel method of health 
education as a short pilot study.

1.3 Methodology

The project involved a select group of students from grades 4 and 5 of the Unidad Educativa 
Juan Pablo Rivero Herbas, the school of the Guaraní community of Itanambikua. The students 
and I put together a series of presentations about Chagas disease using theatre, music and 
puppets which the students performed in their school and in schools of nearby Guaraní 
communities (Urundayti, Puente Viejo, and Cañon de Segura). The target audience for the 
presentations were Guaraní primary and secondary school students.
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1.4 Objective

The primary objective was to increase the knowledge, attitudes and practices of Chagas disease 
in the students of Itanambikua that were involved in the presentations, with a secondary aim 
of increasing knowledge and awareness of Chagas disease in audience members.

1.6 The Report

This report is intended to communicate the events that took place during the project to the 
LRMF Trustees, future LRMF Award holders, and any persons with interest in this project. 
The report follows how the project was organised (2.1-2.2), how the Chagas disease 
presentations were prepared (2.3-2.4), how the presentations went and their impact (2.5-2.7), 
and my experience on the project (2.8-2.11). The report should be useful to anyone wishing to 
undertake a similar project, and suggestions have been provided for future LRMF Award 
holders (2.12). This is a chronograph of the realisation of the project, and does not contain the 
results of the data collected during this study.

2. The Project

2.1 Coordination

My first week in Bolivia involved meetings with community captains and school directors. We 
visited Itanambikua’s secondary school to speak with the school director, teachers and 
students and request their collaboration. The students of grade 5 were very eager to 
participate, along with 8 students of grade 4 who asked to join the project. We visited the 
communities where the students would perform (Itanambikua, Urundayti, Puente Viejo, and 
Cañon de Segura) to gain the approval of the community captains and school directors and to 
confirm the dates for the performances. We liaised with local artists and musicians for their 
support and involvement. Overall, the project was very well received.

Figure 2. Exchanging ideas and the native cherimoya fruit. 
Pictured are Henry, a local artist (left) and Raquel, a project helper (right).
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Students spent 4 days undergoing artistic workshops to gain performance skills and 6 days of 
rehearsals to prepare the presentations. The presentations were done in the morning during 
school hours, except for the final presentation in Itanambikua which was done in the evening 
for adults to attend. The specific timings and dates for were allocated as follows:

Event Date Time
Theatre & puppet workshops 9-11, 14-15 August 15:00 – 19:00
Rehearsals 16-18, 21-22 August 15:00 – 19:00
Itanambikua presentation (students) 23 August 10:00 – 12:30
Urundayti presentation 24 August 10:00 – 12:30
Puente Viejo presentation 25 August 09:30 – 12:00
Cañon de Segura presentation 28 August 09:30 – 12:00
Itanambikua presentation (adults) 29 August 18:30 – 21:30

2.2 Helpers

Raquel Gonçalves (volunteer), a Warwick PhD student, helped coordinate the project with the 
community captains and school directors at the start of the project, and helped coordinate the 
presentations. Soraya Escudero Galarza (volunteer), a local, helped out during the workshops, 
rehearsals, and performances. Henry Zanier (paid), a local artist, led the theatre and puppet 
workshops and directed the puppet show. Jhon Walter Becerra Valencia (paid), a local 
musician, directed the theatre performance and acted as MC during the performances. Oscar 
Vera Menacho (volunteer), a local artist, occasionally helped during workshops and 
performances. There was also much support from the Itanambikua school director Blanca 
Bravos and school teachers Hilda Quinteros Echeverria and Marcos Aguari Rivero.

Figure 3. The helpers, aka the “professors”.
Raquel (left, green shirt), Soraya (left, pink shirt), Henry (middle), Walter (right).

2.3 Theatre & Puppet Workshops

The workshops led by “professor Henry” took place over 4 days after school in the basketball 
court of the school. Henry’s workshops taught the students how to perform confidently, use 
their voices on stage, use the stage space, pantomime, and how to make puppets. The students 
split into groups depending on their interests: acting, puppeteering, music, and/or mime. 
Some students overlapped in multiple groups, some acted as stagehands/sceneshifters, and 
few decided not to participate.
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Figure 4. “Professor” Henry leading the workshops.
Body language exercises (left) and pantomime exercises (right) at the Itanambikua school.

Puppets were made by scratch using papier-mâché which were moulded over balloons. The 
boys painted the puppets’ faces while the girls produced their clothes.

Figure 5. Making the puppets.
Mask bases hanging out to dry (top left) and some finished puppets (top right). Henry showing girls

how to make the clothes (bottom left) and girls posing with puppets (bottom right).

The workshops were intended to last longer but Henry injured his spine and could not attend 
subsequent rehearsals. I took control over the workshops and improvised activities with the 
students. We focused on finishing the puppets and learning about Chagas disease.
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2.4 Rehearsals

Using ideas that the students came up with during the workshops, I put together a Chagas 
disease play in a Guaraní setting that included essential information about Chagas disease. I 
left room for improvisation in the script so the actors could add their own personality to their 
characters, and I made sure that the play kept a light, comedic tone so the audience would 
laugh and enjoy themselves. To my relief, the play was well received by everyone involved. 
Once the script was written, “professor Walter” joined the project. He proved to be an excellent 
addition to the team as the play director.

Figure 6. Theatre rehearsals directed by “professor” Walter.
Students rehearsing the play under the direction of John Walter (left, red shirt).

My role during the rehearsals was to ensure that each activity ran smoothly. Walter did an 
excellent job coordinating the theatre students and ensuring that the play was comedic and 
that the vital Chagas information was presented clearly. I worked with “professor Soraya” to 
write a song about Chagas disease with the musicians, performed in the style of cumbia.

Figure 7. Putting together the Chagas cumbia.
The cumbia musicians (left) and me writing out the Chagas disease song on the blackboard for the

singers to write down in their notebooks (right).

The rehearsals lasted a total of 7 days. The students volunteered to meet every weekend to 
rehearse and never complained. It was truly gratifying to see their enthusiasm and 
commitment, and this assured me that the project was going well.
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Figure 8. The final rehearsal (Itanambikua).
The theatre troupe rehearsing the finale of the play during the last rehearsal.

2.5 The Performances

We performed 5 times in total in Itanambikua, Urundayti, Puente Viejo, and Cañon de Segura 
during school hours in the mornings. We arranged with a local bus driver to transport the 
students to and from the schools. However, on the day of the performance in Puente Viejo, the 
bus broke down on the way to pick up the students. The students arrived by car in small groups 
at a time, the performance was delayed, and we had to rearrange the performance schedule. 
After some improvised acts to save, time eventually everyone performed as normal. We had 
intended for only 4 presentations, but we were requested by the director of Itanambikua to 
present again on the evening of the 29th so that the entire community, and the parents of the 
students, could attend the presentation. The presentations were always well-received in the 
communities.

The set of each presentation included: 1) musical entrance, 2) Chagas cumbia, 3)
Chagas puppet show, 4) Chagas play, 5) mimes, 6) traditional dance.

Figure 9. The girls preparing for the musical entrance (Urundayti).
The girls wearing dresses they made from rice bags about to dance and sing in the opening act.
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The musical entrance uses traditional Guaraní drum music (played by the boys) with the girls 
banging sticks and rocks, singing a song about appreciating nature and dancing in the same 
rhythm. The entrance was a way of focusing the attention of the audience towards the stage.

Figure 10. “MC Walter” introducing the Chagas disease cumbia (Urundayti).

The cumbia lyrics were written by me and Soraya, which features verses about Chagas 
transmission, health consequences, vector biology, and prevention, and a chorus about 
working together to eliminate triatomines and Chagas disease from the community (Appendix 
2). The girls sang and danced while the boys played drums and bongos.

Figure 11. The puppet show (Itanambikua).
The exterior of the puppet theatre (left), and girls posing inside the puppet theatre (right).

The puppet show was directed towards the younger audience members and led by professor 
Henry, featuring information about Chagas disease and the vector. The puppet show involved 
the sun that told children he couldn’t find the kissing bugs (because they only appear at night), 
evil kissing bugs, a family affected by Chagas disease, and a doctor/scientist that explained 
why Chagas disease is bad and why we should keep them out of our home.

The Chagas play (written by me) features information on Chagas disease transmission, vector 
biology and behaviour, health consequences, diagnosis, treatment, prevention and control 
practices, stigmatisation, and discrimination.
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The play follows the story of a Guaraní family. Each character has an exaggerated personality: 
a lazy father, a reluctant pregnant mother, two daughters (one of whom only thinks about her 
boyfriend), and a fitness-obsessed son. There was also a comadre (“comother”, similar to a 
godmother), a doctor, a nurse, two fumigators, and friends and a boyfriend of one of the 
daughters.

Figure 12. The acting triatomines (kissing bugs).
The triatomine vector that transmits Chagas disease portrayed by two actors with wings and antennae

(left) and makeup (middle, right). One acted as the adult bug, one acted as the nymph.

Scene 1: The family discovers with the help of their comadre that they have triatomines in 
their home and should go to the health centre to get tested and treated for Chagas disease.

Figure 13. Scene 1: The comadre notices a kissing bug (Puente Viejo).

Scene 2: At the health centre, the doctor informs them of the consequences of having Chagas 
disease and treats them, and the family returns to their messy, unkept home.

Figure 14. Scene 2: At the health centre (Cañon de Segura).
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Scene 3: The daughter’s boyfriend leaves her because he believes that Chagas disease is 
contagious (a common misconception), but the daughter’s friends convince him that he was 
wrong and should support his girlfriend.

Figure 15. Scene 3: The boyfriend leaves the girl because she’s “sick” (Puente Viejo).

Scene 4: The godmother reminds the family that they need to remove kissing bugs from the 
house so that they don’t become re-infected after treatment. The boyfriend goes to see his 
girlfriend, apologises and offers his support. The godmother, boyfriend and friends help the 
family clean the house, organise, and plaster the walls to prevent triatomines from living in 
their home and re-infecting them, and the fumigators come to the house to kill all the 
triatomines. The play ends with the students holding hands and chanting about community 
support in the fight against Chagas disease.

Figure 16. Scene 4: The boyfriend apologises for not supporting her (Itanambikua).

Figure 17. Scene 4: Everyone working together to clean the house (Urundayti).
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Figure 18. Scene 4: The fumigators killing kissing bugs (Itanambikua).

Finale: All actors join the stage and hold hands, chanting “we are all united in the same fight 
against triatomines and against Chagas disease!”.

Figure 19. Finale: Chanting about community support and participation (Urundayti).

Figure 20. The mimes.
Top left: face painting (Itanambikua). Top right: mimes performing (Urundayti). Bottom left: a mime

during the traditional dance (Cañon de Segura). Bottom right: me with the mimes (Urundayti).
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The miming was performed by 4 male students to entertain the younger kids. The mimes did 
not reveal any Chagas-related information, but they served as a nice break after delivering 
short Chagas disease quizzes to members of the audience. It helped lighten the mood and 
ensure that the younger students retained their attention on the performance.

Figure 21. The final act
The girls in traditional dress dancing in circles with members of the audience.

The final act was a traditional Guaraní dance led by the female students wearing traditional 
Guaraní dress (tipoi), dancing with members of the audience to end the performance with the 
idea of unity and community participation to work together to eliminate triatomines.

2.6 Assessments

Student assessments. Questionnaires about Chagas disease were delivered by myself, 
Raquel and Soraya to the 37 students involved in the theatre production. The pre-intervention 
questionnaires were applied between 31 July and 9 August, and the post-intervention 
questionnaires were applied on 29 August.

Performance assessments. To assess the impact of the performances, the following 
assessment methods took place: 1) a problem-solving mural asked students to write on a post- 
it note how they can prevent kissing bugs at home, 2) students were invited from the audience 
to answer a short quiz for a prize draw, and 3) a handful of students in the audience were 
interviewed on video with short open-ended questions.

Project assessment. A focus group was conducted for the students to share their feelings, 
thoughts and criticisms about the project. Students were asked to share ideas on how to engage 
the school in the fight against Chagas disease, via posters and a 5 min presentation to the class.
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Figure 22. Performance assessments.
Soraya (left, pink shirt) and Raquel (left, green shirt) showing the quiz to students in the audience. A

student posting her answer on the problem-solving mural (right).

Figure 23. Students making a poster during the focus group.
Students writing a poster about “how to engage the school in the fight against Chagas disease”.

2.7 Results

Questionnaires. The general knowledge of the students in the pre-intervention 
questionnaires was poor. Only few students remembered how Chagas disease was transmitted, 
and most students still believed common misconceptions about the disease, such as that it can 
be transmitted from father to child or through sharing food. On the other hand, the post- 
intervention questionnaires were a dramatic improvement. Most students were able to list 
more than one transmission mode and very few students mentioned common misconceptions. 
There were a handful of students that did not attend rehearsals or performances and 
performed poorly on their post-intervention questionnaires, serving as controls.

Focus group. The feedback received during the focus group was generally positive. The 
students enjoyed most aspects of the production (theatre, puppets, music), and what they 
enjoyed most was the group effort and having travelled to new communities. Many students 
mentioned that they lost “shyness” and embarrassment and gained more confidence. Almost 
all students agreed that after the project they felt more united and supportive of each other. 
When asked what they thought of this method of Chagas education versus the previous school-
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based programme we did, they mentioned that because this method is more practical and 
interesting that they could learn more about Chagas disease. Some students noticed that some 
of the young audience members remembered information from the play. Some students 
mentioned that their attitudes towards Chagas disease is different now, specifically regarding 
openness to treatment and prevention.

The problem-solving mural, quizzes, and interviews have not yet been assessed.

2.8 Limitations

Financial. The quality of the performances could have improved significantly with a higher 
budget. For example, providing food for the audience during the performances would have 
retained audience attention and presence as many audience members would wander off, or 
travelling to more communities would have made the study more robust by having more 
assessments of the audience.

Staff. A lack of staff was a limitation, as it was difficult to coordinate and organise the project. 
I had the help of 5 staff (two paid, three volunteers) who undertook roles in various aspects of 
the project. If I had sufficient funds I would have hired additional staff for help during the 
performances e.g. helping to manage hundreds of audience members, providing cooked
food/drinks.

Logistical. I had anticipated to visit 5 schools to perform the intervention with the students 
(the 5th community would have been at the school in El Rodeo). However, it was decided 
against due to the high cost of hiring a bus to transport the students and because of distance.

2.9 Tasks & responsibilities

Some of my tasks involved: networking with artists, teachers, Guaraní captains etc;
managing over 30 students, staff members and their transport; purchasing, 
inventory and transport of materials for the presentations (costumes, props, makeup, 
materials for puppet making, food etc); writing a play and song containing scientific
information; producing theatre, puppet, dance and music presentations;
coordinating presentations in various locations; filming and photography of the 
presentations; and piloting a scientific study.

2.10 What I learned

I had never taken control over anything of this scale before, and it was a truly incredible 
learning experience. I learned about leadership, project coordination, theatre production, field 
research, educational interventions, and so much more. I also developed a greater 
understanding of the lives and perspectives of those living in communities with Chagas 
disease. The best lesson I have taken from this experience is that even the most nonsensical 
ideas might be the greatest... Who knew that performance arts would be a fantastic way of 
teaching communities about health? This project has given me a huge sense of responsibility 
and foresight, but mostly it gave me confidence in myself and in my ideas. A year ago, I never 
imagined that I could run my own research project so soon. Now, I feel ready for any study 
that comes my way.
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2.11 Contribution to the community

Throughout this project I promoted myself, Warwick University and Chagas disease
in the local area. Not only will this benefit any future research done by myself or other 
Warwick students, but it will encourage other Chagas disease research in the area and increase 
local awareness. I established a network between local schools and artists who used 
the arts as a channel for health communication, and may do so again in the future.

From the scientific standpoint, the purpose of the theatre was to educate students about 
Chagas disease. I believe that the project was a tremendous success in achieving its objective; 
however, whether they will improve prevention at home is uncertain. Beyond this objective, 
the theatre gave these students the opportunity to strengthen their relationship with their 
peers and improve their communication skills, creativity, and self-esteem, which I hope will 
serve them in the future. Finally, I believe that the fun moments, the laughs, and achievements 
of the students throughout the project were an accomplishment of their own.

Figure 24. Me with the students (Itanambikua).

2.12 Suggestions for future LRMF Award holders

Overpaying was a significant problem for me, as it always is for foreigners in developing 
countries. My main problems were with taxis, buying food and buying the materials. My advice 
to anyone travelling to a developing country is to be accompanied by a local to ensure you’re 
paying local prices. To make the report write-up easy, keep a daily record (I kept a diary & 
receipt book) to log dates and expenses and to keep track of your finances. Finally, try to know
the culture. If I had attempted this project without having previously known the community,
it would not have been successful. For example, I wouldn’t have known that I needed to request 
the approval of community captains before starting any project in their community. If you’re 
travelling to a new country/culture that you’ve never experienced before, speak with locals 
(trustworthy ones) to better understand the way things work there.
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Conclusion

Chagas disease remains a serious health problem for rural communities of Bolivia. This pilot 
project has identified a method of health education through performance arts (theatre, music, 
puppets) that can be used in schools to engage students with Chagas disease. It was a 
tremendous experience to work with young Guaraní people and educate them about Chagas 
disease in a style that fits with their culture. This project helped them to engage with a critical 
health issue that affects them, while they in turn engaged others in the same issue.  I can only 
hope that this educational experience has transcended into their lives and impelled the fight 
against Chagas disease.

Accounting Statement

4.1 Estimated project costs:

Pre-Bolivia estimated expenses Cost (£) Total (£)
Hepatitis B vaccine (Warwick health centre) 40 40
Roundtrip flights (LHR to VVI) 1, 143.60 1,143.60
Endsleigh travel insurance 144.55 144.55
50% DEET insect repellent 4 each 8
Travel from Leamington to LHR 44 each way 88
TOTAL 1424.15

Bolivia estimated expenses Cost (£) Total (£)
Taxi from Santa Cruz airport to city centre 8 each way 16
Taxi from city to bus station 5 5
Minibus from Santa Cruz to Camiri 20 each way 40
Daily transport for myself to schools 5 return 5 x 30 days = 150
Materials for theatre production 30 30

Printing costs of education material 0.4 each 0.4 x 250 students x 5 schools =
500

Printing costs of surveys/quizzes 0.1 each 0.1 x 250 copies x 5 schools = 125
Minibus hire to transport troupe from 
Itanambikua to other schools 20 per day 20 x 5 days = 100

Daily hire of local staff/assistants (Bolivian 
minimum wage) 9

9 x 2 assistants x 5 events (+ 3 
days of prep and planning)  =
144

TOTAL 1110.00

TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENSES 2534.15

4.2 Actual project costs:

Pre-Bolivia expenses GBP (£)
Roundtrip flights (LHR to VVI) 1,143.60
Hep B Vaccination (NHS booster rate) 40
Endsleigh insurance (single coverage) 144.55
DEET insecticide 9
Heathrow Express (one way) 8.80
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Train Leamington Spa to London Paddington 10
TOTAL 1,355.95

Bolivia expenses Bolivianos (BOB) GBP (£)
Taxi to & from airport (BOB 70 each way) 140 15.17
Taxis around Camiri & rural communities 1,168 126.47
Printing costs (questionnaires, scripts, certificates) 614.90 66.58
Materials for theatre production (puppet making, 
workshops, costumes, set design etc)

3,615.56 391.48

Food for workshops and performances 929.50 100.64
Staff hire 4,000 433.09
Bus hire to transport students for performances 550 59.55
TOTAL 11,017.96 1,192.98

TOTAL EXPENSES 2,548.93
* Detailed breakdown in Appendix. Currency exchange calculated on XE Currency Converter with an 
exchange rate of 1 BOB = 0.108274 GBP (28/09/2017).2

4.3 Additional expenses, not included in the budget:

Additional expenses Bolivianos (BOB) GBP (£)
Bank surcharge (£7.71 x 7 withdrawals) - 53.97
Hostel in Santa Cruz (2 nights) 272 29.43
Taxis to/from city centre (to buy materials/food) 140 (estimate) 15.15
Phone credit 100 10.82
Food (personal expense) 800 (estimate) 86.58
TOTAL - 195.95

4.4 Accounting summary:

Accounting Summary GBP (£)
Total funds awarded 2,278
Total pre-Bolivia expenses 1,355.95
Total Bolivia expenses 1,192.98
Total additional expenses 195.95
Total funds spent 2,744.88
Final balance -466.88
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Appendix

Appendix 1: List of purchases (exact costs not known):

Materials
Item Quantity Purpose
Small balloons 50 Puppet heads
Large balloons 40 Puppet heads
Super large balloons 4 Puppet heads
Newspapers 40 Puppet heads
Flour (4 kg) 2 Puppet heads
Salt (1 kg) 1 Puppet heads
Sugar (1 kg) 2 Puppet heads
Scissors 10 Puppets
Industrial glue (3 L) 2 Puppets
Yarn, assorted colours 5 Puppet clothes
String (5 m) 1 Puppet clothes
Water-based paint, white (3 L) 1 Puppet heads
Sponge sheet (2 x 100 x 150 cm) 3 Puppets; stage prop (mattress)
Stencils 10 Puppets
Acrylic paints (10 per box) 2 Puppets
Polar fabric, assorted colours (1 m) 8 Puppet clothes
Dense fabric, white (3 m) 1 Puppet clothes
Paint brushes, assorted sizes 10 Puppets
Block brush 1 Puppet heads
Thread, assorted colours 10 Puppet clothes
Needles, assorted sizes 10 Puppet clothes
Plastic eyes (pair) 10 Puppet heads
Fake hair 10 Puppet heads
Plastic plates 20 Puppet heads (hold paint)
Plastic cups 50 Puppet heads (hold paint)
Gloves, white (pair) 6 Mime costume
T-shirts, black 6 Mime costume
Ribbon, assorted colours (1 m) 6 Puppet clothes
Wire (1 kg) 2 Puppet theatre; curtains
Keyhole saw 1 Puppet theatre
Microphone batteries 5 Microphones on stage
Cardboard, assorted colours 10 Assessments during presentations; focus group
Markers, assorted colours 10 Assessments during presentations; focus group
Small mirrors 10 Theatre rehearsals; makeup
Face paints, black and white 5 Mime makeup
Face cream 2 Makeup base
Eyeliner 2 Theatre makeup (wrinkles)
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Eyeshadow pack 2 Theatre makeup (blush, triatomine eyes)
Talcum powder 1 Theatre makeup (grey hair)
Large rice bags (empty) 25 Costumes (female)
Semi-shade (7 m) 1 Puppet theatre; theatre backdrop
Bubble makers 5 Activity prizes
Fun pencils 20 Activity prizes
Printing
Item Quantity Purpose
Questionnaires (3 pages) 80 Pre-/post-intervention student assessments
List of student names (1 page) 20 Taking attendance at rehearsals
Chagas disease info sheets (1 page) 40 For students to prepare Chagas presentations
Scripts (8 pages) 20 Rehearsals
Large triatomine photographs 5 Stage props (adult, nymph, eggs, faeces)
Certificates of completion 35 To recognise the students’ achievements
Food
Item Quantity Purpose
1 snack per student per day 800 Rehearsals; performances
1 juice pack per student per day 800 Rehearsals
Candies, assorted 200 Activity prizes
Staff
Person Amount Rationale
Henry £236.8 Led the workshops & performed the puppets
Jhon Walter £193.7 Directed the play & acted as MC
Transport
Date Amount Trip
23/08/2017 £21.53 Itanambikua to Urundayti (return)
24/08/2017 £16.14 Itanambikua to Puente Viejo (return); lower 

cost due to unexpected bus breakdown
25/08/2017 £21.53 Itanambikua to Cañon de Segura

Appendix 2: Chagas disease cumbia lyrics:

Español (original) English (translation)
El Chagas se transmite por la vinchuca 
Mientras dormimos la sangre nos chupa 
Deja su caquita, nosotros nos rascamos 
Y así nos infectamos (nos infectamos)

Coro:
Tenemos que acabar con la vinchuca
Tenemos que acabar con el Chagas
Todos nos tenemos que apoyar
Para echarlos de la comunidad
(Para echarlos de la comunidad)

El Chagas daña al corazón
Y puede ser muy fuerte
Después de muchos años
Puede causar la muerte
También puede dañar
Tu sistema digestivo
¡No quiero dolor en mis pobres intestinos!
(No quiero dolor en mis pobres intestinos)

[Coro]

Ese bicho horrible es escurridizo
No quiero que me pique ese asesino
Se esconde en las paredes y debajo del colchón

Chagas is transmitted by the kissing bug
While we sleep it sucks our blood
It leaves its faeces and we scratch ourselves
And then we get infected (we get infected)

Chorus:
We must finish with the kissing bug
We must finish with Chagas
We all must support each other
To throw them out of our community
(To throw them out of our community)

Chagas hurts the heart
Which can be very serious
After many years
It can cause death
It can also hurt
Your digestive system
I don’t want pain in my poor intestines!
(I don’t want pain in my poor intestines)

[Chorus]

That horrible bug is elusive
I don’t want that assassin to bite me
It hides in the walls and under the mattress
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Chupa de mi sangre ese ladrón

[Coro]

Para prevenir y para controlar
Hay que limpiar y también fumigar
Y a las paredes y techos revocar
Así a la vinchuca poder eliminar

[Coro]

That thief sucks my blood

[Chorus]

For prevention and for control
We must clean and also fumigate
And plaster the walls and the roof
So that the kissing bug can be eliminated

[Chorus]

Appendix 3: Chagas Disease play script:

Youth Against Chagas Disease

Written by Alina C Soto.
Performed by the secondary school students of grades 4 and 5 of Itanambikua, August 2017. 
This play was made possible thanks to the Lord Rootes Memorial Fund, University of Warwick.

Scenography: The stage requires a curtain to cover the family’s house and doctor’s office for set 
changes. There can be an off-stage area for certain scenes that do not require a set change: 1) the 
daughter meeting the boyfriend outside the house, 2) the outside areas for the family to move the 
furniture to during fumigation, 3) the outside areas to be fumigated. The off-stage area can be directly 
in front of the curtain in a gap between the stage and the audience or by the side of the stage. If an off- 
stage area is used, the only set change required is the transition from the family’s house to/from the 
doctor’s office.

Character Costume Props Makeup Gender Multiple 
actors

Mother Maternal clothes; 
pregnant belly NA Grey hair and 

wrinkles (optional) Female No

Comadre (co-
mother) Maternal clothes NA Grey hair and 

wrinkles (optional) Female No

Father Paternal clothes NA Beard; grey hair and 
wrinkles (optional) Male No

Daughter/s
School uniform or
youthful/fashionable 
clothes

Mobile phone Rosy cheeks Female Yes

Son/s
School uniform or
youthful/fashionable 
clothes

NA NA Male Yes

Doctor/s Lab coat Stethoscope NA Any Yes
Lab assistant/s Lab coat Syringe NA Any Yes
Girlfriend/ 
Boyfriend

Youthful/fashionable 
clothes

Mobile phone; 
apology flower NA Any No

Friends Youthful/fashionable
clothes NA NA Any Yes
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Fumigator/s Protective masks, 
gloves and vests

Insecticide 
pump NA Any Yes

There can be multiple actors playing a character type; for example, there can be either one daughter in 
the play or three daughters, as long as their entire script is covered (especially the important Chagas 
information, underlined). Roles are interchangeable with gender; for example, the boyfriend can be 
played by a female if the son is the other partner.

Scene 1

The curtain opens, revealing a messy and disorganised Guaraní home: a dining table with chairs, 
plastic cups and plates on the table, posters hanging on the wall, a mattress on the floor, and a large 
cooking pot. The father sleeps on the mattress while the mother sweeps the floor. The mother tries to 
wake up the father and becomes annoyed by his inability to help clean the house.

Mother: Wake up husband! You’re too lazy, you never help me clean the house.

The mother nudges him with the broom. The father grunts and turns over. The mother gives up
sweeping, sighs and sits at the table.

Mother: What should I make for dinner later… We don’t have much food… I guess I’ll make
salchipapas.

The mother moves towards the large pot and starts stirring. She sings as she cooks.

Mother: Salchipapa, salchipapa…. I want some salchipapa!

The doorbell rings and startles the mother; she opens the door. The father is sound asleep.

Mother: Comadre! Good morning!

Comadre: Good morning comadre, how are you?

Mother: I’m great thank you, how are you? Please come inside! Take a seat!

Comadre: Thank you, I’m fine. How’s your husband?

Mother: My husband… Husband! Wake up! We have a visitor!

The father remains sound asleep, and snores loudly. The comadre sits down at the table.

Mother: HUSBAND!!!!

Father: Huh, what? Oh, hello comadre! Good night.

The father goes back to sleep.

Mother: Comadre, would you like some coffee?

Comadre: Yes please!

Mother: We don’t have any… Would you like some wine?

Comadre: Yes please, comadre.

Mother: We don’t have any… Would you like some chicha?

Comadre: Yes please, comadre…
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Mother: We really don’t have any… I can give you water.

Comadre: That’s fine, comadre.

Mother: I’ll fetch some for you.

The mother stands up to fetch some water, meanwhile comadre stands up in shock while looking at the
mess on the table.

Comadre: Oh my, your house is so dirty and disorganised!

Mother: What? Why are you saying this about my house?

Comadre: Don’t you know that having a messy and disorganised house is unsanitary?

Mother: I didn’t know. But what am I supposed to do? Spend all day cleaning? My husband
doesn’t help me with anything! He spends all day sleeping!

Comadre: You should think about your health, and of the health of your children.

Mother: Yeah that’s what people say, but nothing bad has ever happened to us.

The doorbell rings, and the mother opens the door. Her three children walk in, one at a time.

Daughter 1: (looking at her mobile, she walks right past her mom) Hi, mom. Sorry I need to send
these whatsapps.

Son: (he kisses her on the cheek) Hi, mom.

Daughter 2: (she kisses her on the cheek) Hi, mom.

Mother: Hi, you’re all back so late from school… What were you doing?

Daughter 1: Oh, they made us stay late after school to rehearse for this theatre thing.

Son: Not me though, I was at the gym.

Mother: Kids, we have a guest! Don’t be rude!

The three kids say hi to their comadre and kiss her on the cheek. Daughter 2 and the son sit at the 
table while daughter 1 sits with her father on the mattress. Daughter 1 continues texting on her 
phone.

Son: Mom, I’m hungry, when are we going to eat?

Mother: Serve yourselves, the salchipapas are ready.

The kids stand up, grab a plate and serve themselves from the pot. The comadre is also served by the 
mother. The family sits around the table eating when suddenly – eerie music begins to play and two 
triatomines enter from each side of the stage (one adult and one nymph) and crawl towards each 
other.

Comadre: What is that!!! (she points to the triatomines)

The family stops eating and watched silently. The triatomines crawl until they meet each other in the 
middle of the stage, in front of the dining table. The music stops – the triatomines jump up and clap 
each other’s hands. They turn to the family and say “hello”. The family screams, the father wakes up 
from his slumber. Everyone panics and runs around the house.

Comadre: It’s a triatomine!
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Daughters: Kill them!

The son grabs the broom and starts chasing them around the house. He fails to hit them. The 
triatomines scramble and find hiding places in the house.

Son:  Oh no! They hid! I don’t want them to suck my blood!

Mother: It doesn’t matter son, they sometimes appear at night but nothing happens.

Comadre: What! But triatomines have Chagas disease.

Mother: The what disease? I don’t believe it.

Comadre: Of course comadre, Chagas disease. It’s an infection that the triatomine can give you.
The triatomine sucks the blood of animals and humans at night while they sleep, and 
they leave their faeces on the skin when they’re done feeding. The faeces contain the 
infection. When you scratch where the triatomine bit you, you scratch the faeces into 
the blood and that’s how you get Chagas disease.

Father: Don’t be ridiculous… Through the faeces? Oh please!

Comadre: Yes, that’s how it is.

Mother: Well there was only one triatomine, so I’m sure we don’t have that Chagas disease
thing.

Comadre: But triatomines hide! They are silent and sneaky. They only come out at night, that’s
why we never see them. They hide in holes in the walls, in the roof, under the 
mattress, behind things hanging on the walls, between clothes, and in bags. (the 
comadre moves around the house and points at the objects she describes)

Father: Nah… they aren’t hiding here.

Comadre: They also leave signs that they are hiding in the house. For example, they can leave
their faecal stains on the wall, or they leave their eggs. Let’s take a closer look and 
see if there are any signs that they are in the house.

Father: You can look… but you won’t find anything!

The comadre searches around the house.

Comadre: Look! There’s an adult! (she picks up a large photograph of an adult triatomine, and
shows it to the audience)

Daughter 1: What!

Son: Not another one!

Comadre: Look! A small triatomine! (she picks up a large photograph of a small triatomine,
and shows it to the audience)

Father: Oh no… Oh no!!

Comadre: Look! Here are some eggs! And they look like they were just laid! (she picks up a
large photograph of cream triatomine eggs, and shows it to the audience)

Mother: It can’t be!

Comadre: There are more eggs! Look! And these are about to hatch! (she picks up a large
photograph of pink triatomine eggs, and shows it to the audience)
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Mother: More eggs… more eggs…

Comadre: And look, on the wall you can see their faeces! Look! (she points at a large
photograph of faecal stains on the wall).

Son: Ay caramba!

Mother: I think I’m going to faint! (the mother bring her hand to her forehead and falls back,
but her daughters catch her)

Daughter 1: Don’t worry mother, everything will be okay! We will figure this out.

Daughter 2: There must be something we can do, right comadre?

Comadre: Of course! Now that we know there are triatomines in your home, you should visit
the health centre straight away and speak with a doctor to find out if you have Chagas 
disease.

Father: I don’t think that’s necessary. None of us are sick!

Comadre: That doesn’t matter! Just because there aren’t any obvious effects of the disease, that
doesn’t mean there aren’t any.

Father: Well… family, what do you think? Should we visit the health post tomorrow?

Daughter 1: Yes, I think so.

Son: Me too.

Father: Then tomorrow we will find out if we have Chagas disease.

The curtain closes.

Scene 2

The curtain opens, revealing the health centre: a doctor at his/her desk and a nurse preparing 
samples. The doorbell rings and the nurse answers the door.

Nurse:  Good morning. How may I help you?

Father:  We are the [silly name] family. We have come to test for Chagas disease.

Nurse:  Alright, give me a moment to consult with the doctor. (she walks to the desk)

Nurse:  Doctor, the [silly name] family are here for the Chagas diagnostic.

Doctor: Send them in, thank you.

Nurse:  (walks back towards the door) Please come in, the doctor will assist you now.

The family walk towards the desk. The parents take a seat while the children stand behind.

Father:  We would like to know if we have Chagas disease.

Doctor:  Very well. My assistant will take some blood to run the diagnostic test.

Mother: What! I’m not going to do that!
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Doctor: Madam, it is important to know if you have Chagas disease. Especially because
you’re pregnant, and you can transmit Chagas disease to your baby during the 
pregnancy.

Mother: No way! I’m not going to do that test.

Daughter 2: I want to do it!

Daughter 1: Me too!

Son: Me too! I need to know!

Father:  Alright kids, let’s take the test.

The father and the children walk over to the nurse/lab assistant who takes their blood one at a time 
using a syringe. The children go first, followed by the father. The family members walk back over to 
the desk one at a time holding a cotton swab over their arm.

Mother: Did it hurt?

Son: Nah it was nothing!

Mother: Maybe nothing for you but it would hurt for me! I would rather go to the shaman,
he’s much hotter than my husband anyway.

The father walks over to the desk.

Father: Huh? Did I hear that right?

Mother: Oh, nothing dear, I said you are much hotter than the shaman!

Father: Aw.

The assistant processes the blood samples. The family members grow anxious and start to pace.

Daughter 1: When are we going to know if we have Chagas disease?

Daughter 2: I can’t take the wait any longer!

Son: I need to know now!

Doctor: The assistant is coming over now with the results.

The assistant hands over a piece of paper to the doctor.

Doctor: Well, the results indicate that all four of you tested positive for Chagas disease.

The children scream in unison.

Daughter 1: What! We have Chagas?

Daughter 2: No, no, no! I can’t believe it!

Father: It can’t be doctor, we aren’t sick!

The doctor stands up and walks towards the front of the stage, facing the audience.

Doctor: It is possible that Chagas disease does not present with symptoms. But after several
years it can start to affect your heart, which can cause death! It can also affect your 
digestive system.

Father: Oh, I see. So, I don’t have any effects now, but it might affect me in the future?
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Doctor: That’s right.

Father: And because I have Chagas disease, does that mean I gave it to my kids?

Doctor: No! Chagas disease cannot be transmitted from father to child. There are three main
transmission methods: through the faeces of a triatomine, through pregnancy, and 
through blood transfusion.

Father: So, what do we do now that we have Chagas disease?

Doctor: I’m going to give you the treatment, which are some tablets that you will need to take
every day for some months.

The assistant hands out the tablets to the four family members.

Father: Thank you, doctor.

Children: Thanks, doctor!

The family begin to walk out of the health centre.

Doctor: Stop right there! Before you leave, you must know – it is important to remove all the
triatomines from your house! If you don’t you can become re-infected with Chagas 
disease!

The curtain closes.

Scene 3

The curtain opens. The two triatomines hiding in the house scuttle around and create chaos – they 
knock over the chairs, cutlery on the table, the pot, and flip over the mattress. The family return home 
and see the mess.

Mother: What a mess! This house never looks good.

Father: Well, goodnight! (he lays on the mattress and falls asleep)

Son: Now we need to fix up the house to eliminate all the triatomines.

Mother: No way, I’m not changing anything!

Daughter 2: But mom, the doctor said that if we still have triatomines at home we can get Chagas
disease again, even after the treatment.

Mother: I don’t care! I don’t want to!

Daughter 1: Mom, don’t be so dramatic. I’m off to see my boyfriend.

Mother: What! A boyfriend? Why haven’t you told me you have a boyfriend?

Daughter 1: I don’t think I need your permission to have a boyfriend...

Mother: I think you do, he’s only going to break your heart!

Daughter 1: You’re so dramatic! Bye!

The daughter leaves the house and the curtain closes. The daughter paces in front of the curtain 
around the outside of the stage.
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Daughter 1: Ugh, where is he? He’s always late! He said he’d be here now! (paces nervously)

The boyfriend runs in front of the stage, in a hurry. The daughter and boyfriend have not seen each 
other yet.

Boyfriend: I’m late! That bus is always late… At least its not really my fault this time. (he
continues running around, fixing his hair, tucking in his shirt, and spraying perfume)

They see each other and meet in the middle. The boyfriend kneels down in front of her, with his arms 
wide open, as though he were a gift.

Boyfriend: My love! I am here!

Daughter 1: You made it! (she picks him up and hugs him. He holds her by the hands)

Boyfriend: Of course, I made it. How are you? You look sad.

Daughter 1: My love, something terrible has happened….

Boyfriend: What is it?

Daughter 1: It’s so horrible, I don’t want to say…

Boyfriend: Did you break a nail?

Daughter 1: No…

Boyfriend: Did you lose an eyelash?

Daughter 1: No, worse!

Boyfriend: Is your hair falling out?

Daughter 1: No, my love, it’s much worse! I went to the doctor today and I found out I have
Chagas disease!

Boyfriend: What! (he exaggeratedly lets go of her hands)

Daughter 1: What’s wrong?

Boyfriend: I don’t want you to give me Chagas disease! Stay away from me!

Daughter 1: But, my love!

Boyfriend: Leave me alone! I don’t want you anymore! (he leaves the stage area)

Daughter 1: (falls down and cries) I can’t believe he left me because I have Chagas disease!

A group of girls walk onto the stage, holding each other’s arms. They pace around the daughter.

Friend 1: Did you hear about the nurse and the doctor? [assuming that the actors are different
gender]

Friend 2: Yeah! That nurse can be so flirty.

Friend 3: Ooooohhhh.

The girls stop as soon as they see the daughter crying, and they rush over to console her.

Friend 1: (gasp) Amiga! What happened?

Daughter 1: My boyfriend left me (crying)
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Friend 2: I never liked that guy. What did he do to you?

Friend 3: Yeah, he’s no good for you anyway, like don’t even worry about him!

Daughter 1: No, he left me because I have Chagas disease!

Friends: What! He left you because you have Chagas disease? (in unison)

Daughter 1: Yeah, because he doesn’t want me to infect him.

Friend 1: But that’s not how you get Chagas disease!

Daughter 1:  It’s not?

Friend 2: You can only get Chagas disease through the faeces of the triatomine, through
pregnancy, or through blood transfusion.

Daughter 1: Really?

Friend 3: Of course. Chagas disease is NOT contagious.

Friend 1: You can touch someone with Chagas disease, or share food and drinks with them and
nothing will happen.

Daughter 1: That means he left me for no reason!

Friend 2: Don’t worry, we will sort this out.

Friend 3: You should go home and rest.

Daughter 1: Thanks friends, I love you all so much.

Friend 1: That’s what friends are for! Come with me, I’ll take you home. (Friend 1 hugs the
daughter and they walk off the stage area and go behind the curtain)

Friend 2: We are gonna find that guy and teach him a lesson.

Friend 3: Look, there he is!

The boyfriend appears again, talking on the phone, and the girls watch him silently.

Boyfriend: (talking on the phone) Yeah, I left her. She has some disease, and I don’t want to
catch that stuff. So hey, you wanna hang out later?

Friend 2: Hey, you! (the girls go up to him and push him to the ground)

Boyfriend: Hey, what did I do?!

Friend 3: How dare you leave that poor girl because she has Chagas disease!

Boyfriend: Well duh, I don’t want to get sick!

Friend 2: That’s not even how you get Chagas disease! It’s not contagious!

Boyfriend: It’s not?

Friend 3: Of course not! You need to support your girlfriend!

Boyfriend: I’m sorry, I didn’t know!

Friend 2: Go and see her!

Friend 3: Now!
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Boyfriend: Alright, let’s go.

The friends and the boyfriend leave the stage area.

Scene 4

The curtain opens to reveal the family in their home. The daughter and her friend have not arrived 
yet. The family are sitting around the house when the doorbell rings. The mother stands up to open 
the door.

Mother: Good morning, comadre!

Comadre: Good morning! I’ve come to help you fix the house to eliminate the triatomines.

Mother: What’s the point, there are too many triatomines here to get rid of.

Comadre: But comadre, we must eliminate them from the home so that they stop biting you and
your family. If not, the treatment for Chagas disease will be in vain!

Suddenly the doorbell rings, the mother goes to open the door.

Mother: Why do people keep ringing my doorbell today? (she opens the door)

Boyfriend: Ma’am, I have come to see your daughter.

Mother: Oh, you must be the one that made my daughter cry (not impressed)

Boyfriend: I want to apologise…

Mother: Daughter! The guy that broke your heart is here.

Daughter 1, crying in the corner of the room with her friend, stands up and walks to the front centre 
of the stage. The boyfriend runs up to her and falls on one knee to apologise.

Boyfriend: My love! I am so sorry for what I said… I didn’t know!

Daughter 1: It’s alright… I understand. (she pulls him up from the floor)

Boyfriend: I wasn’t aware of the information that your friends gave me about Chagas disease. (he
holds her and they turn to face the audience). Now I know that Chagas disease can 
only be transmitted through the faeces of triatomines after they bite you, from mother 
to child during pregnancy, or through blood transfusion.

Daughter 1: Thank you my love!

Boyfriend: I am here to support you through your treatment.

Comadre: I think we should all work together to fix up this house and eliminate all the
triatomines.

Mother: I will sweep the house.

Daughter 2: I will keep the place organised so that there are no more triatomine hiding places.

Son: I will call the fumigators to come and fumigate the house! (leaves)

Everyone works together to clean up the house. The son comes back with the fumigators.

Fumigator 1: Good day to everyone!

Fumigator 2: Yes, good day!
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Fumigator 1: We are going to fumigate the house to kill the triatomines.

Fumigator 2: But before we fumigate, we need to remove EVERYTHING from inside the house!

Father: Everything?

Fumigator 1: Yes, everything! The mattress, the table, the closet, the clothes… everything!

Fumigator 2: The house must be completely empty to fumigate.

The family starts removing objects on scene to an off-stage area. The family wait outside.

Daughter 2: The bed frame as well?

Fumigator 1: Of course!

Son: Even the frames and posters on the wall?

Fumigator 2: Obviously! (the son starts ripping off posters on the wall)

Fumigator 1: Now that the house is completely empty, let’s fumigate.

Fumigator 2: Let’s do this.

The fumigators start spraying all areas of the house. The eerie music starts playing, the two 
triatomines come out of hiding and they scamper across the stage.

Fumigator 1: Look colleague, triatomines!

Fumigator 2: Get ‘em!

They start spraying at the triatomines until they collapse on the floor.

Fumigator 1: We did it, colleague.

Fumigator 2: Yeah, we did it. (fist bump)

Fumigator 1: (calling to the family) The house has been fumigated!

Fumigator 2: But before you return everything to the house, you need to shake and check
EVERYTHING outside!

Mother: What? Why?

Fumigator 1: To get rid of any triatomines that might be hiding in the furniture, objects, or in
clothes.

The family shakes everything outside and starts bringing the furniture on stage again, returning them 
to their original locations.

Fumigator 2: Now we are going to fumigate the areas outside the house.

Father:  Outside? Why?

Fumigator 1: Triatomines hide in chicken sheds, animal pens, and in grain stores.

Fumigator 2: Yes, because there they can suck the blood of other animals.

Fumigator 1: And if there are triatomines there then they can come back to the house!

Fumigator 2: We must kill all the triatomines outside so that they don’t come back.

The fumigators leave the house to fumigate the outside areas.
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Father: Well family, I think I’m going to plaster all the walls in the house so that triatomines
can’t hide in the walls anymore.

Mother: You’re going to finally fix our house? It’s a miracle!

Daughter 2: I’m going to keep this place organised and clean every day so that triatomines can’t
hide here.

Boyfriend: I’m going to help your father fix the roof so that they can’t hide up there either.

Comadre: Comadre, I spoke with the doctor who told me you didn’t take the Chagas test.

Mother: Well, yes, I didn’t think it was important.

Comadre: But its important to know if we have Chagas disease so that we can get treated. Its
especially important for you to know, because you’re pregnant! And you can pass the 
disease onto your baby.

Mother: I see now how important Chagas disease is. I will visit the doctor and take the test.

Comadre: That’s great!

Son: Thank you to everyone who helped us get rid of the triatomines at home!

Friend 1: Of course!

Friend 2: We all need to support each other.

Everyone walks to the front of the stage and holds hands. They lift their hands up and chant: “we are
all in the same fight against triatomines and against Chagas disease”.

We are the youth against Chagas disease.
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